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THIS DOCUMENT ACTS AS A SUPPLEMENT TO YOUR USER MANUAL:

Please read this document in its entirety prior to your EarthPulse™ 
arriving. The v.5QuickStart.pdf clearly shows modular electromagnet 
dis-assembly, how to operate controller function buttons, how to test 
your magnetic output at various amplitudes and how to do the VERY 
IMPORTANT initial 1-2 hour session. 

This Important-Read-Me-First.pdf and the v.5QuickStart.pdf are de-
signed to get you up and running as quickly and easily as possible. 
Please read this with full comprehension prior to arrival of your sys-
tem. The more you use EarthPulse™ the more you’ll learn about 
its vast capabilities. A little imagination and lots of experimentation 
helps. 

Visit EarthPulse.net for the largest database of pulsed electromag-
netic research on the web for alphabetical bibliographies demon-
strating effectiveness on a wide variety of disorders.
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Please read your documentation carefully. If you don’t understand 
something, please email us at tech-support@sleep-tech.com prior 
to system delivery so you are fully prepared when system arrives. 

Shipping Confirmation & Tracking: Your order is with the factory and 
should be dispatched in the next couple of days. Your international 
tracking notice issues by the courier upon clearance by India out-
bound Customs. 

If you do not receive shipping confirmation by email within 7 days (al-
lows for weekends and holidays), please check your email’s spam/
junk folder for FEDEX, UPS, DHL, TNT mail before emailing us. 
Thank you.

WHEN YOUR SYSTEM ARRIVES:

1. Please test magnet as shown using CROSS-POLARITY ring; so 
you understand the relative strength of the output and the impact that 
raising and lowering amplitude will have. Controller must be in active 
mode with blue diode blinking; refer to QuickStart.pdf for initial set-up 
or watch the video on the documents page.

2. After testing output it is imperative you do at least ONE introduc-
tory session using RECOVER- MODE for 1-3 hours. This initial ses-
sion is for several purposes; the most important is to test if RECOV-
ER-MODE will induce sleep, lucid dreaming state or alternatively 
cause any AGITATION;

mailto:tech-support%40sleep-tech.com?subject=
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The eventual goal is to sleep in RECOVER-MODE or using MAN-
UAL-MODE set to precisely 9.6 Hz. If during initial session you find 
RECOVER-MODE put you to sleep or detached consciousness, you 
should be able to begin nighttime use in RECOVER or set at 9.6 Hz.

The initial session exposes grey-matter to RECOVER-MODE for 
60 minutes (or more) to benefit mitochondria in brain tissue erasing 
brain fog and tuning fine motor control. 

If you do not (at least) reach lucid dream state during that first ses-
sion, then you will use SLEEP-MODE 3 or SLEEPEASY until you 
sleep well for 7 days consecutively (this could take a week or two, or 
a month or two). 

During the first 7 days you may move the magnet placement ; but DO 
NOT VARY YOUR GOING TO SLEEP PROGRAM. 

Repetition-repetition-repetition each night with same program, in 
same sequence when going to sleep so as to help brain to entrain to 
the signal and to regain better circadian rhythm.

If waking in middle of night or if unable to fall asleep, you may step 
down to next lower frequency program but don’t change the going-
to-sleep one. Choose one and stick to it. 

SLEEPEASY / SLEEP-2 / SLEEP-3, step down to SLEEP-4;

RECOVER / SLEEP-1, step down to SLEEP 3;

SLEEP-4, experiment with MANUAL MODE to .5 Hz

About the only things you can do wrong with EarthPulse™ is use the
incorrect (South-pole) side of the magnet; NOT take the cross-po-
larity ring off the metal magnet housing for general nighttime use; or 
tune the program up during the night when you meant to tune it
down to the lower frequency setting. 
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*IMPORTANT:  HYPOTHYROID MEDS OR SUPPLEMENTS:

Thyroid function responds quickly to the EarthPulse™ and if on thy-
roid drugs sleep will deteriorate.  We propose due to rebound in mi-
tochondrial integrity in sensitive endocrine tissues and thyroid output 
normalizing. This effect is not limited to thyroid gland function. 

We were first alerted to changing thyroid function June 2011 (when 
our return rate was 6-7%). It was reported that client initially slept 
much better, but then sleep deterrated at around 10 days of night-
time use. 

By pure-luck he was due to see his endocrinologist and discovered 
thyroid medication (taken at same dosage for two years) was too 
strong. His dosage was cut by 1/2 and his sleep went back to 6-8 
hours per night; then deteriorated again after another 7 nights.

On a hunch, he went back to his endocrinologist and checked a sec-
ond time; his dosage needed to be cut by 1/2 again! His sleep again 
returned to 8 hours. This is not an isolated case as we’ve followed 
quite a few of our clients through this process since June 2011.

It would be smart to monitor dosage of all your medications as 
pulsed magnetic fields over long duration (nighttime) will enhance 
other functions and increase cellular uptake of drugs through elec-
troporation. 

*IMPORTANT: LYME & OTHER PARASITIC INFECTIONS

Most parasites like the EarthPulse™ signal. Symptoms will increase 
until immune function compensates. Lyme is particularly nasty, if suf-
fering known Lyme infection one should seek Beck-type bioelectric 
parasite eradication before beginning EarthPulse™ use. 

Send an Email to tech support for more information and to determine 
if a refund due to Lyme infection is necessary before you investigate 
the Bob Beck technology. Search YouTube® for “Bob Beck Lyme” for 
more information. Please read the following link ->
http://www.meditationexpert.com/blog/2007/06/electrify-your-lyme-
disease-and-your-watch-symptoms-disappear/

http://www.meditationexpert.com/blog/2007/06/electrify-your-lyme-disease-and-your-watch-symptoms-dis
http://www.meditationexpert.com/blog/2007/06/electrify-your-lyme-disease-and-your-watch-symptoms-dis
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Experimentation and tech-support are the key’s to best success. 
Have fun with your new investment. 

If you’re not sure of something, just drop us a tech-support email. 
Please use ‘reply to’ button to all emails between us so all previous 
communications stay in the email string for better reference.

PLEASE: Do your Resting-Breath-Hold (RBH) tests as outlined be-
low (on schedule). 

It is very exciting to watch your RBH rise week over week then month 
over month. It represents your cells’ improved oxygen metabolism in 
direct-linear relationship to the increased RBH time. It is your most 
objective way to measure cellular effects without paying for tests by 
a mitochondrial specialist. 

The RBH is just as valid a test if your 90 y.o. with one foot in the 
grave... as it is if you are a world class athlete.

The first question we will ask you when providing tech-support is how 
was your 7th day RBH test is vs. baseline. 

IF YOU DON’T MEASURE RBH FOR BASELINE BEFORE INITIAL 
PEMF EXPOSURE, YOU’LL MISS VERY BENEFICIAL FEEDBACK.

This test has almost nothing to do with cardiovascular health. It mea-
sures how long the body can sustain itself on the energy produced 
from one deep breath of air. 

If RBH goes up your mitochondria are squeezing more energy out 
of every breath. Regardless if your cardiovascular system is in good 
shape or not.  Simple.

Daytime power naps on RECOVER-MODE will help you make an 
easier transition to RECOVER-MODE during nighttime and wlll help 
acclimate you to the field if AGITATION at night is an issue.

mailto:tech-support@sleep-tech.com


NIGHTTIME USE: 

Think of the four sleep mode programs intuitively; There are 4 stages 
of sleep; Stage-4 being the deepest (slowest rhythm).There are 4 
SLEEP-MODES; MODE-4 being the deepest (slowest rhythm).

During nighttime, use the sleep configured electromagnet (Cross-Po-
larizing ring removed; center core screwed firmly into base-plate) un-
der mattress up to 14 in (35 cm) thick. Adjust amplitude based
purely upon how it feels. Controller boots to 70% amplitude (roughly 
the output of v.4.7).

Choose a sleep program and stick with it. Change magnet posi-
tions, and vary the amplitude setting but don't switch back and forth 
with your go-to-sleep program. If you can't fall asleep or wake and 
can't fall back to sleep, reset to slower program. Use the same pro-
gram until you've been sleeping noticeably deeper for 7 nights 
consecutively before experimenting with other SLEEP-MODES 
when going to bed. 

If you're fortunate to find RECOVER puts you to sleep, use sleep 3 
as your fall-back setting when you can't fall asleep or can't fall back 
to sleep.

Under the pillow use in RECOVER-MODE is the only sure-fire hang-
over remedy in the world. It will not work for this use in any other 
mode or from under the mattress. A testament to the detoxification
effect of 10 Hz and adequate field amplitude. Use more or less am-
plitude as desired but generally speaking at least 70% amplitude is 
required and pillow must be thin.

Acute injury or degeneration like arthritis will recover faster using 
direct application of RECOVER-MODE 100% amplitude whether all 
night or as much of the day as you can manage. Particularly when 
housebound as in the two critically injured cases in our Spontaneous  
Tissue Regeneration file available in the User-Docs section. 

We don't recommend starting the night in SLEEP-MODE 4 unless 
absolutely necessary as it is at bottom of range where mitochondrial 
benefits occur. Read the two university study abstracts in this
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press release about Delta-rhythm entrainment as it relates to your 
new investment (these two studies were done using 1 Hz). You are 
trying to re-train your brain's ability to down-shift to Delta-rhythm. Try 
not to change the program used for going to sleep. Repetition – Rep-
etition – Repetition!

Once you are sleeping routinely better in SLEEP-3 or SLEEP-EASY 
you may begin experimenting with other modes for sleep. Use MAN-
UAL-MODE to experiment with different sleep frequencies. 9.6 / 7.8 
4.8 / 2.4 or 1.2 Hz 

Experiment with RECOVER-MODE power-naps during the day. The 
goal for everyone should be to sleep in RECOVER-MODE or at 9.6 
Hz during the nighttime for maximum anti-aging and cellular recov-
ery effects.

If power-naps begin providing sleep for 10 or 20 minutes, try RE-
COVER-MODE during nighttime; using SLEEP-3 as your fall back 
setting.

If you are not sleeping better by end of week-1 using SLEEP-MODE 
3 or SleepEasy; email us once you've taken your second RBH 
test.

I can't stress enough how important the RBH test is. Say your neuro-
logical system isn't yet syncing up to the signal and letting you sleep 
well, and you're still not feeling any better but your cells are process-
ing oxygen 20% more efficiently...YOU SHOULD WANT TO KNOW 
THAT! The first thing we're going to ask you at tech support is "What 
is your breath hold data show compared to baseline?" Please don't 
make up fake numbers!

If it goes down we will demand return of it and refund your shipping 
and tariff fees. The studies regarding 10 Hz should provide you lots 
of incentive to accomplish nighttime use IN RECOVER MODE.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PROGRAMS WHEN UNABLE TO FALL 
ASLEEP OR FALL BACK-TO SLEEP:

THE OVERALL CONCEPT WHEN HAVING TROUBLE FALLING 
ASLEEP, OR BACK-TO SLEEP IS TO ALWAYS RESET DEVICE 
FOR THE NEXT-SLOWER FREQUENCY SETTING.

If you find falling asleep takes longer with EarthPulse™ than without 
it, you are definitely experiencing agitation and should take appropri-
ate steps as outlined in the AGITATION section immediately below. 

If you sleep well for a few hours in SLEEP-3 (1-3 Hz) or SleepEasy 
(1-3 Hz after the first 10 minutes of RECOVER) and then wake up 
and can't fall back to sleep; restart and set for the slower SLEEP-
MODE 4 (1 Hz) or alternatively use MANUAL-MODE set at < 3 Hz.

SLEEP-MODE-2 runs in Delta all night (after stepping down from 9.6 
Hz) so if you wake after several hours in SLEEP 2 the device is al-
ready at Delta (1-3 Hz) just like SLEEP-3 so reset for SLEEP-MODE 
4 (1 Hz) or MANUAL-MODE at < 3 Hz. 

If sleeping in RECOVER-MODE (9.6 Hz) or SLEEP-MODE 1 (during 
night it steps up from low Delta to as high as 5 Hz) and wake after sev-
eral hours and can't fall back to sleep, reboot and set for next-slower 
SLEEP-3 (1-3 Hz); before resorting to even slower SLEEP-MODE 
4 (1 HZ) or MANUAL-MODE at < 3 Hz. Remarkably, just that small 
incremental change from 5 Hz to 3 Hz makes a big difference.

Remember: There are 4 stages of sleep; Stage-4 being the deepest 
(slowest rhythm); there are 4 SLEEP-MODES (and SLEEPEASY); 
MODE-4 being the deepest (slowest rhythm). Alternative to SLEEP- 
4 is to set MANUAL-MODE to 2.4 Hz, 1.2 Hz or slower than 1 Hz.

The sure sign of agitation is "I slept worse than normal". This hap-
pens in perhaps 10-15% of clients and you should go to the section 
on AGITATION immediately below for guidance on how to best accli-
mate in your situation. 
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AGITATION:

If restlessness results during initial session through pillow, the ampli-
tude should be lowered using the DOWN arrow on controller keypad 
until it feels more comfortable. 

ABSENT ANY OTHER IDENTIFIABLE SYMPTOMS, SLEEPING 
WORSE ON EARTHPULSE™ THAN WITHOUT IT, IS A SIGN OF 
AGITATION.

If lowering amplitude to just 10% still has you feeling agitated, then 
you can cut that field again by 80% by removing core and base-plate 
using just the Air-Core electromagnet coil under the mattress. 

You want to first determine the point where you get no agitation and 
and can't feel a thing. Then start bumping up the amplitude 10% at a 
time each week.

Sitting watching T.V. or reading while using RECOVER-MODE ap-
plied directly to body will help your acclimation process immensely. 

RESTING-BREATH-HOLD (RBH) TEST OVERVIEW: 

We've adopted a very simple home test that objectively measures 
how your mitochondria react to the EarthPulse™. We call this the 
RBH-test or the Resting-Breath-Hold test. Free diver's (snorkel and 
fins) call the test the "Static" Breath-Hold as body is motionless.

How long you can hold your breath may be a game played by kids 
at the bottom of a pool, but it happens to be the very best way to 
OBJECTIVELY test the efficiency of the mitochondria; at least so far 
as converting oxygen into usable energy or ATP. It shows how long 
body can sustain itself on one full-breath of air. 

As you might imagine,...the longer you can hold your breath the bet-
ter your mitochondria are converting oxygen to ATP. Pretty simple.

“When the solution is simple,...God is answering” ~ Albert Einstein
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We have in the past tested saturated blood oxygen (SAO2) where 
oxygen was as low as 86%; found it to rise 5% in as little as 3 days. 
One runner living at 6000 feet altitude who's SAO2 rose from 96% to 
99% in 7 days; previously never tested above 97% at altitude. Satu-
rated blood oxygen rises because the mitochondria are not drawing 
oxygen from the blood as fast. 

Nothing previously discovered can do that. Absolutely nothing. Al-
though lung volume may increase slightly due to improved diaphragm 
muscle function, volume isn't going to increase more than a couple 
of %; nowhere near the % increase you should expect to see in your 
RBH; routinely 20% or more in 7 days, 50% or more over the course 
of the first 3-6 months.

Mitochondrial dysfunction is the root of nearly all health issues includ-
ing aging and poor sleep. One cannot synthesize proper hormone 
levels if your mitochondria are "tired". You've made a wonderful
investment in your health and longevity. See DoubleLifespan in the 
user documents section for the nuts and bolts of longevity / anti-
aging effects of EarthPulse™.

Two U.S. Swim Team clients came to us with 2:30 baseline RBH; in top-top phys-
ical shape; both w/ 100% saturated blood oxygen (SAO2). Despite not being able 
to affect SAO2 (100% already), both swimmers increased their static breath hold 
by 20% in 4 weeks. This effect is unreported anywhere in the scientific literature. 
Curiously both of their underwater swim (RBH under-load) increased by 50%!!!...
from 50 to 75 meters. Pretty incredible that the mitochondrial improvement is 
greater under load than at rest...more than 2x greater %. A testament to how well 
it improves cell respiration and reduces oxidative stress. 

If you aren’t sports minded, these changes will mean going up stairs 
without being winded and your legs burning, or walking around a golf 
course instead of having to ride (not to mention a longer back-swing 
due to better flexibility). A professional aerial gymnast remarked her 
stretching routine was much easier using EarthPulse™.
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RBH-TEST DIRECTIONS: Do one or more RBH-tests to establish a 
credible baseline RBH. Use the longest one save it for your records. 

Step One: Oxygen Loading: You will oxygen load prior to each RBH 
test so each RBH test is done with the maximum amount of oxygen 
in blood and body tissue.

It is IMPERATIVE YOU USE CONSISTENT OXYGEN LOADING 
TECHNIQUE each and every time you do the RBH or measure-
ments will be inaccurate. It is also IMPERATIVE you try and keep the 
ambient temperature consistent. Ambient temperature does have an 
effect on RBH as body uses more (or less energy) to maintain core 
body temperature at 98.6F so try and keep ambient temperature for 
your RBH testing relatively the same for most accurate data. Go as 
far as to record it if you have a thermometer or thermostat handy.

Sit and relax for 10 minutes while watching TV or reading. Allow heart 
rate to slow. When you oxygen-load breath deeply and exhale fully. 
Do this S-L-O-W-L-Y so as not to elevate heart rate or hyperventi-
late. Oxygen load for between 30-60 seconds but keep the time you 
use for oxygen loading consistent from test to test.

Your weekly/monthly RBH test improvements are directly proportion-
al to the changes in your mitochondrial efficiency. You will find RBH 
time rises steeply over the first few weeks and then more gradually 
after that. It has been known in some cases (though not normally) to 
lag a week in some individuals so don’t be alarmed if it fails to rise or 
rises slowly over the first week or two. 

Step Two: Body Position: You’ll want to do the RBH in approximately 
the SAME POSTURE EACH TIME (laying down, sitting reclined or 
sitting upright); body position affects energy required to pump blood.

I prefer to do mine semi-reclined with eyes closed opening them in-
termittently only to check the time but not until I’m nearing where I 
know I can’t hold for much longer. Stay consistent. Use one position 
or the other but do not change them. Make sure you have a clock 
or watch with second hand within easy viewing distance (where no 
movement is required to see time besides opening your eyes).
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Step Three: Timing Parameters: Start timing upon completion of in-
hale. End time when you begin your next breath. You may exhale a 
little at a time or all at once. Stay consistent from test to test. Decide 
which is better for you during your baseline testing.

After your 90 day trial is complete, continue to monitor your resting 
breath-hold once or twice a year and you should see it rise little by 
little for years (mine rose for 5 or 6 years). During that time frame, 
expect incremental performance enhancement on psychological, 
neurological & physiological levels. 

When your RBH levels out, you’ve grown as young as you’re going 
to get and should then begin aging again, albeit at much-much slow-
er pace as cell turnover & death (mitosis & apoptosis respectively) 
are slowed to a crawl.

The RBH-test is a simple concept that measures the most important 
process in your body; and that translates in linear fashion to more ef-
ficient detoxing, hormone production, immune function and memory 
consolidation; thereby extending the life of the cell perhaps almost 
indefinitely under the right conditions of diet, exercise and lack of 
toxic elements in food, water and environmental surroundings.

CELL RESPIRATION 101:

Oxygen metabolism is the PRIMARY method the body uses to 
generate energy known as ATP the fuel that fires all cellular pro-
cesses. ATP is required for sending messages within grey matter, 
motor neurons and neural networks, required for synthesizing hor-
mones in endocrine and neuroendocrine tissues, required by organs 
to perform each of their specialized functions, for the heart and mus-
cles to fuel muscle contraction, in the gut during digestion converting 
food to fuel to combine with oxygen to produce more ATP. The RBH-
test objectively tests the relative efficiency of this most biologically 
active process and you will see EarthPulse™ quickly improve it. 

Like an engine tune-up; fuel efficiency goes up and waste product (in 
the form of free-radical / oxidative electrons that damage mitochon-
drial DNA) go down. Antioxidants protect mitochondrial DNA where 
free radical damage is most detrimental to the organism. 
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EMF PROTECTION: ALERT-MODE somewhere in the room. Its 12-
14.1 Hz square wave pulse travels efficiently sending a signal that 
disrupts 60 Hz electric fields and wireless technologies. If working 
stationary at a desk you can put the inductor either on the floor under 
your chair, rest alternate feet on top of it through your shoes, or place 
at the back of seat in contact with tail bone. Working on WiFi tends to 
make my muscles twitch after working on it non-stop for a few days.

When I’m stuck working on WiFi while traveling, I’m sitting with the 
coil in touch with tip of my spine. If you work on a laptop in wire-
less mode, one of your wrists is nearly in contact with the wireless 
card and being broadcast through nerves and directly into your blood 
stream at the pulse point of the wrist. If you work like this hours per 
day you should definitely have the magnet in contact with either your 
foot or the tail-bone. If you work on a USB cellular modem, use an 
18 inch USB extension to keep it as far from the body as possible.

The safest headset for cell or 
wireless home phone is a stan-
dard wired headset with a small 
bar magnet at the base where it 
exits the phone (see photo). The 
magnet acts as an EMF ‘choke’ 
that keeps the RF from traveling 
up the cable across your chest 
and into the ear canal. So-called 
Air-tube EMF free sets have sig-
nificant RF that travel up wire 
to the start of air-tubing across 
your chest near the heart. Not 
good. 
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Without shielded headset use cellphone in speaker mode ONLY with 
phone at a few inches away from the head. I prefer the wired setup 
so i can set the phone down and not even hold it in my hand while 
using it. If you must carry the phone on your body, TURN IT OFF! 
Belt holsters are dangerous. Pregnant mothers should turn their 
phone off while carrying, or put in their purse. No active cell phones 
in bed!  Home WiFi should be turned off, use network cables. Apple 
titanium hardware conducts electricity. Add a latex pad for insulation.



Sleep well - live long and prosper,

Paul F. Becker, Esq., Product Developer
EarthPulse™ SleepEasy™ & Sleep on Command™; The World's 
Only Electromagnetic Sleep-Machine, Performance Enhancement 
and Longevity System!
Turbo-Charge Your Mitochondria During Sleep for Vastly Improved 
Daytime Performance, Longer & Healthier Life. 
Sleep Your Way to better Health!  Feel and Perform a Decade (or 
Two) Younger in 90-Days or Your Money Back!
tech-support@sleep-tech.com
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